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JEREMY 
Jeremy is hard working, sensitive, 
positive, and patient, which makes 

him an amazing Dad. Jeremy 
enjoys biking and working on the 

yard, planting trees, and 
shovelling dirt, but he treasures 

his time at home the most. 
Jeremy, Wesley, and Max are often 

found in the yard, mowing the 
lawn, kicking a soccer ball, or 
throwing a baseball. Jeremy’s 
caring nature makes him an 

amazing family and emergency 
physician.

TAMARA 
Tamara is kind, self-less, patient, 

and empathetic. A once preschool 
teacher, Tamara is now a stay at 

home Mama. Tamara is now 
enjoying going on daily 

adventures with Wesley and Max. 
Tamara likes to be busy with the 
boys, meeting up with friends, 

baking, going to activities in our 
community, swimming at the 
beach, or playing in the yard. 

Tamara has many hobbies, 
running, walking, yoga, 

organizing, or designing the 
house. 

Jeremy, Tamara, Wesley & Max 

We have been together for 17 years and married for almost 13 years. We have both lived in numerous places, but our paths 
crossed in MB where we fell in love! After many adventures, travels abroad, years of schooling, a move, Tamara’s career and a 

wedding in Alberta, we now call BC our forever home. BC is where our family grew, and through adoption our greatest 
adventure began; Wesley and Max!  Adoption has always had a place in our hearts, in fact, it was brought up one of our first 

dates. That place in our hearts became full with Wesley and Max.  We know how beneficial open adoptions are, and are always 
open to discuss a level of openness that is comfortable for everyone.  Family is important to us. Both of our families are excited 

for our family to grow!  
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WESLEY 
Wesley is 5 years old. 

Wesley is sensitive, easy 
going, silly, and quite the 

charmer! Wes loves his 
friends, Hot Wheels, LEGO, 

Space, Superheroes, the 
beach and his stuffed teddy.  

Wesley is a very caring 
brother to Max, and they are 

the very best of friends.

MAX 
Max is 2 years old. Max is 

fierce, feisty, silly, and cuddly. 
Max’s best friend is Wesley! 
Max loves to run and jump 

everywhere he goes, and he 
loves his trucks, and airplanes. 
Max makes us laugh every day 
with his craziness, but also has 

a sensitive side, which will 
make him a very caring big 

brother!

We call the sunny Shuswap home. We have a rural property which is nestled between forests, mountains, 
lakes, schools, and parks, all within town. We love spending most of our time outside surrounded by nature, 
working on our yard, exploring the forest, or working on our latest project. We wanted our home to be warm 
and inviting, a place where all of our family and friends can gather! We love hosting birthday parties, game 
nights, or bonfires. We are blessed to have Tamara’s parents right in town, and have them a part of our boys’ 

daily lives, and are also blessed to have family from Yellowknife and Manitoba come and visit us in the 
Shuswap! 
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